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Abstract—Time-triggered communication protocols, such as
Time-Triggered Protocol (TTP) and FlexRay, have potential
to solve many system integration and concurrent engineering
issues in the aerospace industry. This paper investigates the
scheduling of periodic applications on time-triggered systems.
A novel scheduling problem is formulated to capture a unique
feature commonly existing in the safety-critical time-triggered
systems, i.e., in task graphs running in such systems, some nodes
(i.e., tasks and messages) are strictly periodic while others are
not. To address the problem, a novel scheduling algorithm called
Synchronized Highest Level First (SHLF) algorithm is presented.
Moreover, to further improve schedulability, this paper also
proposes two rescheduling and backtracking approaches, namely
Release Time Deferment (RTD) procedure and Backtracking
and Priority Promotion (BPP) procedure. Performance evalua-
tion results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and
competitiveness of our approaches when compared to existing
algorithms.

Index Terms—Avionic systems, time-triggered systems, real-
time scheduling, list scheduling, end-to-end-delays, task graphs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Time-triggered communication protocols, such as Time-
Triggered Protocol (TTP) [9], Time-triggered CAN (TTCAN)
[4] and FlexRay [5], have the capabilities to solve many system
design and integration problems in the avionics industry.
They have considerably influenced the design of a variety of
modular system architectures of modern aerospace vehicles.
For example, TTP has been applied to critical modular systems
for distributed power generation, engine and flight controls
in aircrafts including Airbus A380, Boeing 787, Bombardier
CSeries, Embraer Legacy, fighter jets and other regional and
business airplanes [1].

Due to the wide deployment of the time-triggered protocols
(i.e., TTP, TTCAN, and FlexRay), the scheduling of appli-
cations on time-triggered systems becomes a critical issue
for offering quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees to safety-
critical systems, here, an application is referred to a set
of tasks with timing constraints to perform a well-defined
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function in the system. Each task in the application running
in a specified electronic control unit (ECU) is triggered by
one or more messages from other tasks and sends messages
to its downstream tasks. Consequently, the application can
be abstracted as a directed acyclic graph (aka task graph)
where nodes represent either the tasks or the messages and
edges specify the precedence constraints among the tasks. For
instance, TTP-based modular aerospace control (MAC), which
is a part of the F110 full authority digital engine control
(FADEC) system of General Electric, is integrated into the
Lockheed Martin F-16 fighter aircraft. The FADEC is a system
consisting of a collection of ECUs, and its related accessories
control all aspects of the aircraft engine performance. The
FADEC works by receiving multiple input variables of the
current flight condition, including air density, throttle lever
position, engine temperatures, engine pressures, and many
other parameters. The inputs are periodically received by
the ECUs and then analyzed up to 70 times per second.
Accordingly, an applications in the FADEC can be abstracted
as a periodic task graph.

Unlike traditional embedded systems, the complexity of
the avionic systems is dramatically increased to fulfill di-
verse functionalities in a time-bounded manner, rendering the
scheduling of both tasks and messages at the same time to
be commonplace. However, many existing research efforts
only concentrate on the message scheduling in the commu-
nication channels between ECUs, lacking the notion of its
task counterpart [10], [11], [27], [12], [13]. Such isolated
message-only scheduling may severely compromise the overall
performance and feasibility of the application. A handful of
studies have investigated the holistic scheduling problem of
both tasks and messages on time-triggered systems [18], [15],
[16], [17], [31]. However, most of them suffer from the limited
scalability as their solutions are usually relied on mathematical
programming techniques, which cannot be scaled to a large-
scale system. To deal with the sharply increasing amount of
software functionality in the avionic systems, it is desirable to
design efficient and scalable heuristic approaches. Of course,
many heuristics have been proposed in literature to deal with
the scheduling of task graphs in multiprocessors [34], [33],
[32], [20], [25], [24], [23]. Nevertheless, these algorithms were
not developed for the safety-critical time-triggered systems.
Further, most of these studies even neglect the contention
among the underlying communication resources.

Further, in most previous studies [21], [22], [19], [25],
[26], a task graph is only periodic in terms of its release
time and deadline while the nodes in the task graph are not
necessary to be strictly periodic. That is, the comparative
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start time (to the release time of the task graph) of different
invocations of a task can be different provided that their
deadlines and precedence constrains can be met. However,
such an assumption is untenable for safety/time-critical appli-
cations (i.e., task graphs) in time-triggered systems. For such
an application, besides release time and deadline, the start time
of different invocations of the same time-critical task (e.g., data
collection task) need also be periodic. In this case, some prior
studies on the time-triggered systems which used mathematical
programming techniques simply assumed that all nodes in a
task graph are strictly periodic. Nevertheless, since in fact
other nodes (e.g., messages and data processing nodes) in
the application are unnecessarily periodic, this oversimplified
assumption may impose excessive constraints and undermines
the schedulability of the whole system. Therefore, a scheduling
algorithm that is aware of the periodicity of specific nodes
should correctly address both periodic and aperiodic nodes
for periodic time-triggered applications.

Motivated by these needs, this paper investigates the prob-
lem of scheduling periodic task graphs consisting both periodic
and aperiodic tasks and messages for the safety-critical time-
triggered systems. To the best of our knowledge, this study is
the first attempt to consider this problem. The contributions are
multi-fold. Firstly, this study proposes a novel scheduling algo-
rithm, referred to as Synchronized Highest level First (SHLF)
algorithm. The SHLF algorithm simultaneously assigns all
instances of each periodic node to guarantee the periodicity
of the periodic nodes. Meanwhile, it separately schedules
each instance of an aperiodic node to utilize the flexibility of
those aperiodic nodes. Also, the contention on communication
resources in the time-triggered systems is explicitly addressed.

Additionally, to further improve the schedulability, this
paper also proposes two rescheduling and backtracking ap-
proaches, called Release Time Deferment (RTD) method and
Backtracking and Priority Promotion (BPP) method, respec-
tively. The essence of the RTD algorithms is to defer the
release time of conflicted task graphs for conflict resolution,
which overcomes the downside of many prior studies (e.g.,
[21], [22], [25]), where the release time of task graphs
is simply fixed as zero, leading to poor performance (i.e.,
schedulability) under complex timing constraints. Once the
conflicts cannot be eliminated by deferring the release time,
BPP backtracks a number of previously scheduled applications
to create space for the conflicted applications and reschedules
them with promoted priorities.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 discusses the related work. Section 3 explains the motivation
of the paper via an example. Section 4 introduces mathematical
models, assumptions, and problem formulation. Section 5
describes the proposed algorithms in great detail. Section 6
presents simulation results to evaluate the algorithm, with
conclusions following in Section 7.

II. RELATED WORK

The scheduling problem in time-triggered systems has
received considerable attention in recent years. Park et al.
[14] designed a FlexRay network parameter optimization

approach that can derive the durations of the static slot
and the communication cycle. Another two papers [11] and
[10] studied the message scheduling problem via nonlinear
integer programming (NIP) techniques for the static and
dynamic segments, respectively. Specifically, [11] utilized a
frame packing technique that packs multiple frames into one
message, while [10] reserved time slots for aperiodic messages
to assure QoS guarantees and flexible scheduling of the
dynamic segment. Martin et al. [12] transformed the message
scheduling problem on the static segment into a bin packing
problem and then utilized ILP to address it. Nevertheless, these
studies only concern on message scheduling and neglected its
task counterpart. Such isolated message-only scheduling may
seriously compromise the overall performance and feasibility
of the applications which comprise both tasks and messages.
In contrast, this study holistically schedules both tasks and
messages on time-triggered avionic systems.

A number of studies on the holistic scheduling of both
tasks and messages in time-triggered systems have also been
reported in the literature [18], [15], [16], [17]. Pop et al.
[18] employed constraint logic programming (CLP) to deal
with the scheduling and voltage scaling issue of low-power
fault-tolerant hard real-time applications. Davare et al. [16]
applied geometric programming (GP) for scheduling tasks
and messages for distributed vehicle systems. Another work
[17] proposed scheduling analysis methods for hybrid event-
triggered and time-triggered systems. All of these studies
relied on mathematical programming techniques and the high
computation complexity of solving mathematical program-
ming thus limits the applicability and scalability of their
methods.

The scheduling of task graphs in multiprocessor system-
s has received much attention in past decades [36], [37],
[38], [40], [39]. One category of classic algorithm that has
been widely applied is list scheduling. A list scheduling
algorithm typically maintains a list of tasks according to
their assigned priorities. It has two phases: the task selection
phase for selecting the highest-priority ready task and the
processor selection phase for selecting a suitable processor
that minimizes a predefined cost function. Some examples
include the Modified Critical Path (MCP) [34], Dynamic Level
Scheduling (DLS) [33], Highest Level First (HLF) [32], and
Heterogeneous Earliest-Finish-Time (HEFT) [20] algorithms.
Since list scheduling heuristics are generally more practical
and provide better performance at a lower scheduling time
than the other categories, our paper presents algorithms based
on list scheduling techniques. Specifically, our proposed SHLF
algorithm attempts to use highest level first policy for node
selection, which is similar to some of the known algorithms
in the literature [32], [20]. Nevertheless, the design of node
assignment in SHLF, as well as RTD and BPP methods, are
the novel contributions of this paper.

Another type of heuristic is clustering [25], [24], [23]. In
this category, tasks are pre-clustered before allocation begins
to reduce the size of the problem. Task clusters (instead of
individual tasks) are then assigned to individual processors.
Dave et al. [25] presented a clustering-based co-synthesis
algorithm, which schedules periodic task graphs for hardware
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Fig. 1. Motivating example.

and software co-synthesis on heterogeneous distributed em-
bedded systems. [24] proposed a period-based approach to
the problem of workload partitioning and assignment for large
distributed real-time systems. [23] designed a static algorithm
for allocating and scheduling components of periodic tasks
across sites in distributed systems. In the problem discussed
in this paper each task must be processed in a specific ECU;
therefore, clustering may be useless since the tasks have been
naturally clustered by their functionality. Accordingly, when
handling the problem discussed in this paper, these clustering
approaches may lose their benefits.

Prior researchers have also proposed optimal approaches for
some class of real-time task graph scheduling problems. Peng
et al. [21] designed an optimal Branch and Bound (B&B)
approach for scheduling periodic task graphs to heterogeneous
distributed real-time systems. Another work [22] proposed an
optimal B&B algorithm for allocating tasks on multiprocessors
subject to precedence and exclusion constraints. Nevertheless,
these optimal solutions are applicable to only small task graphs
consisting of tens or so tasks.

Energy-efficient requirements have also been considered in
real-time task graph scheduling problems [19], [18], [28]. [19]
presented a power-conscious algorithm for jointly schedul-
ing multi-rate periodic task graphs and aperiodic tasks in
distributed real-time embedded systems. [28] proposed static
and dynamic power management schemes that save energy by
exploring the idle periods of processors.

III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Consider two task graphs g1 and g2. The period of g1 is
8ms and the period of g2 is 16ms. Accordingly in one hyper
period two instances of g1 and one instance of g2 are scheduled
together. g1 has five nodes {n11, n12, ..., n15} and g2 also has
five nodes {n21, n22, ..., n25}. These nodes are running in 3
ECUs (ECU1, ECU2, and ECU3) and a bus. The table in Fig.
1 shows the details of all nodes. As ECU1 collects periodic
data, tasks running on it (e.g., n11 and n21) are periodic. For
example, to guarantee the correctness of data collection, the
intervals between the start times of two consecutive instances
of n11 must be 8ms. On the other hand, as other ECUs and
the bus only process and transmit data, other nodes running

on the ECUs and the bus are not periodic, i.e., there is no
constraint regarding the intervals between the start times of
two consecutive invocations of such a node.

In previous studies on multiprocessor scheduling, [21], [22],
[19], [25], [26], there is no constraint on whether an individual
node is periodic and they commonly assume that a task
graph is only periodic in terms of release time and deadlines.
Accordingly, their models do not capture the timing require-
ments of periodic nodes such as n11 and n21 and may cause
erroneous scheduled on safety-critical time-triggered systems.
To guarantee the correctness of periodic nodes (i.e., n11 and
n21), some prior papers (e.g., [15], [16]) simply assumed
that all nodes are periodic and they formulated mathematical
programming to solve their scheduling problems. Based on
this oversimplified assumption, the intervals between the start
times of two consecutive instances of n13 is 8ms and thus n23

cannot be scheduled in a hyper period since the size of n13

is 2ms and the size of n23 is 7ms. Nevertheless, this example
problem actually has a feasible schedule, which is shown in
Fig. 1. In the schedule, two instances of n13 start at 2.5ms and
12.5ms, respectively, and thus n23 can be scheduled at 4.5ms.
Therefore, it is desirable to design an algorithm that is aware
of the periodicity of specific nodes and can correctly schedule
both periodic and aperiodic nodes for periodic time-triggered
applications.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a FlexRay cluster consisting of a set of ECUs
(i.e., hosts) connected via the FlexRay bus. Fig. 2 shows an
example of such a system on an airplane where the dark
boxes on the plane represent ECUs. The ECUs can process
specific tasks that exchange data via messages transmitted on
the bus. The FlexRay protocol [5] is a time-triggered protocol.
Its operation is based on a repeatedly executed FlexRay cycle
with a fixed duration. Fig. 3 shows the timing hierarchy of 64
FlexRay cycles. A FlexRay cycle comprises a static segment
(SS), a dynamic segment (DS), a symbol window (SW), and
the network idle time (NIT). This paper studies the scheduling
of periodic applications, which only utilizes the static segment.
The organization of the static segment is based on a time-
division multiple access (TDMA) scheme. It consists of a fixed
number of equal size static slots (i.e., communication slots).
Each static slot in each channel of each cycle can only be
uniquely assigned to one ECU to transfer one frame (i.e.,
message), but each static slot can be assigned to different
ECUs in different channels or cycles. Fig. 3 illustrates the
time hierarchy of the static segment. The lengths of static slot
Ts, static segment Tss, and the communication cycle Tc are
assumed to be known to the scheduler beforehand as previous
papers have thoroughly studied how to choose proper values
for these parameters [14], [11].

This paper assumes a periodic real-time task model in which
G = {g1, g2, ..., gJ} is a set of J applications to be processed
in the cluster. Let p(gj) be the period of application gj ∈ G
and P be the least common multiple of all p(gj)s. The interval
[0, P ) is called the hyper period. In one hyper period an
application invokes K(gj) = P

p(gj)
times. Also, one hyper
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period spans multiple communication cycles. It suffices to
analyze the behavior of the whole system only in one hyper
period, since it will repeat for all hyper periods [21].

As shown in Fig. 3, an application can be modeled by
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) comprising multiple nodes
(i.e., vertexes), which are the smallest units to be scheduled,
and edges, which specify precedence constraints. Task graph,
DAG and application terms are interchangeably used in this
paper. A node can be either a task (i.e., computation module)
running on a particular ECU (e.g., a sensor, or an actuator)
or a message (i.e., communication module) exchanged on the
communication bus. Associated with each node ni is its time
cost, denoted by w(ni) which indicates the execution time
on a ECU if the node is task, or the message transmission
time on the bus if the node is a message. In addition, since
each ECU is different and has its specific functions, the hosted
ECU of each task is known beforehand and processor selection
appearing in conventional work is not needed. The host of
node ni is specified as H(ni). Further, messages nodes should
be fit into communication slots on the bus. The transmission
of a message cannot span two or more communication slots.

In a DAG, an edge eij linking two nodes nj and ni

represents the precedence constraint between the nodes, i.e.,
ni should complete its execution before nj starts. The edges
have no time cost. The source node ni and the destination
node nj of the edge eij are named as the parent node and
the child node, respectively. A node which has no parent is
called an entry node while a node which has no child is called
an exit node. Again, once ni is scheduled onto H(ni), the
node scheduled immediately before ni on H(ni) is denoted
as prev(ni) and the node scheduled immediately after ni

on H(ni) is denoted as next(ni). Further, a node np that
must finish computation before the start of another node nq

is called an ancestor of nq and nq is called an offspring of
np. Accordingly, the ancestors of ni’s parents and prev(ni)
are ni’s ancestors. Similarly, the offspring of ni’s children as
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Fig. 4. An example of task graph running on ECUs.

CPL(gi) the critical path length of gj
d(gj) deadline of gj
EST (ni) the earliest start time of ni

gj j-th task graph
gkj k-th instance of j-th task graph
K(gj) the number of instances of gj
LSTmax(ni) the maximum latest start time of ni

ni i-th node
nk
i k-th instance of i-th node

o(gj) the offset of gj
P duration of a hyper period
p(gj) period of gj
priority(gj) priority of gj
rank(gj) the rank of gj
ranku(ni) the upward rank of ni

ST (ni) the start time of ni

w(ni) time cost of ni

TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

well as next(ni) are also ni’s offspring.
An application gj has an offset o(gj) indicating the start

time of each instance of gj in one hyper period, i.e., the start
time of the k-th invocation of gj is o(gj)+k∗p(gj) where k =
0, 1, ...,K(gj) − 1. The offset of each application is initially
set as zero and will be decided by the scheduling algorithm.
Also, each application gj may have a relative deadline d(gj).
The k-th instance of gj cannot finish after a time d(gj) +
o(gj) + k ∗ p(gj). Notice that possibly d(gj) + o(gj) + k ∗
p(gj) > P , i.e., the execution of an application is allowed
to span multiple hyper periods. Moreover, each application gj
is scheduled K(gj) times in a hyper period. Thus each node
ni has K(gj) invocations in a hyper period. Let nk

i denote
k-th invocation of ni. Let the start time of nk

i be ST (nk
i ).

If ni is periodic, ST (nk
i ) = ST (n0

i ) + k ∗ p(gj). In other
words, the interval between the start times of two consecutive
instances of ni is p(gj) where ni belongs to task graph gj . This
constraint should be respected by the scheduler. Otherwise, ni

is aperiodic and there is no constraint regarding the interval
between the start times of two consecutive instances of ni.

The objective is to schedule all nodes in all instances (i.e.,
to allocate ST (nk

i ) for all nodes) of all applications in one
hyper period to guarantee that all instances of all applications
can meet their respective deadlines. Finally, notations and
terminology are listed in Table I.

V. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The algorithm first orders the graphs and picks each graph
for scheduling. Then the algorithm schedules all nodes in
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each selected task graph. If the algorithm fails to schedule
a node in a task graph gj , o(gj) is modified to a proper value
and all nodes in the task graph are rescheduled. In case that
rescheduling cannot help, the algorithm backtracks multiple
previously scheduled graphs to create space for the failed
graph.

A. Graph Selection

This procedure calculates the priorities of the graphs and
ordering them according to their priorities. The rank of a graph
gj is defined as:

rank(gj) =
2CPL(gj)

p(gj) + d(gj)
(1)

where CPL(gj) is the critical path length of the graph. The
critical path is defined as a set of nodes and edges, forming
a path from an entry node to an exit node, of which the sum
of computation and communication costs is the maximum. To
obtain CPL(Gj), one can recursively calculate the upward
rank of each node in the graph via:

ranku(ni) = w(ni) + max
s∈child(ni)

{ranku(ns)} (2)

where succ(ni) is the set of ni’s children. Basically,
ranku(ni) is the longest distance from ni to the exit node and
CPL(gj) is the largest ranku(ni) of all nodes in the graph. In
other words, CPL(gj) is equal to the rank of the entry node.
The idea to select rank(gj) as the priority is that a longer
critical path length implies that the graph is likely to be more
difficult to schedule within limited room while a longer period
and a longer end-to-end deadline usually indicate larger space
for the nodes in the application to be flexibly scheduled. The
graph list is generated by sorting the graphs by the descending
order of their ranks. The scheduler then selects the application
with the largest rank for scheduling (line 6 of Algorithm 3).

B. Synchronized Highest Level First (SHLF) Algorithm

This subsection details the SHLF algorithm which schedules
all nodes of the selected task graph gj . A priority queue is
maintained to contain all ready nodes at any given instant.
A node becomes ready for scheduling if none of its parents
is unscheduled. At each step, a node ni with the largest
ranku(ni) in the queue is selected from the queue. The node
is then scheduled by procedure schedule(ni)(lines 9-10 of
Algorithm 3).

Algorithm 2 elaborates schedule(ni), which deals with the
node in two cases: the node is periodic, and the node is
aperiodic. To achieve this, the procedure needs to call another
procedure findStartTime(t, nk

i ) (shown in Algorithm 1) that
finds a feasible start time after a given time instant t for node
ni. If the node ni is periodic (lines 2-22 of Algorithm 2), this
procedure searches for K(gj) periodic time slots on H(ni)
to concurrently accommodate K(gj) instances of the node.
Since the scheduling of nodes should preserve precedence
constraints of the task graph, the search of an appropriate idle
time slot for nk

i on H(nk
i ) starts from the earliest start time

of nk
i (denoted as EST (nk

i )), i.e., the time when all nk
i ’s

Algorithm 1 findStartTime(t, nk
i )

1: round← 0
2: ST (nk

i )← t
3: SST ← 0
4: if L(H(nk

i )) is not empty then
5: if ST (nM−1) + w(nM−1)− P > 0 then
6: SST ← ST (nM−1) + w(nM−1)− P
7: end if
8: outerLoop:
9: while ST (nk

i ) < LSTmax(nk
i ) do

10: m← 0
11: while m ≤M do
12: if m < M then
13: SET ← ST (nm) + round ∗ P
14: else
15: SET ← ST (n0) + (round+ 1) ∗ P
16: end if
17: if ST (nk

i ) ≥ SST and ST (nk
i ) + w(ni) ≤ SET

then
18: break outerLoop
19: end if
20: if m < M then
21: SST ← ST (nm) + w(nm) + round ∗ P
22: else
23: SST ← ST (n0) + w(n0) + (round+ 1) ∗ P
24: end if
25: if ST (nk

i ) < SST then
26: ST (nk

i )← SST
27: ST (nk

i ) is mapped to next idle communication
slot if ni is a message

28: end if
29: m← m+ 1
30: end while
31: round← round+ 1
32: end while
33: end if
34: if ST (nk

i ) > o(gj)+k ∗p(gj)+d(gj)− ranku(ni) then
35: δo ← ST (nk

i )− o(gj)− k ∗ p(gj)− d(gj)+ ranku(ni)
36: return -1
37: end if
38: return ST (nk

i )

parents are finished (line 4 in Algorithm 2). The “while” loop
(line 5 in Algorithm 2) then repeatedly searches until K(gj)
periodic slots are found. In Algorithm 2, cnt, x, and y are
local variables: cnt is the number of feasible periodic (i.e.,
synchronized) slots that have been found, i.e., totally a number
of cnt equaling to K(gj) synchronized slots should be found
for accommodating the K(gj) periodic instances; x is the
index of the instance for which (i.e., nx

i ) the first feasible slot is
found and thus the scheduled time of other instances should
be synchronized to this instance; y is the index of another
instance for which (ny

i ) the slot should be synchronized to nx
i .

Accordingly, line 6 in Algorithm 2 attempts to find a feasible
slot for an instance ny

i such that the slot is synchronized to
that of nx

i . In other words, line 6 is repeatly used to search for
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K(gj) synchronized time slots. If the node is aperiodic (lines
23-31 in Algorithm 2), the algorithm separately schedules the
K(gj) instances of the node via the for loop. Line 25 again
calls findStartT ime(EST (nk

i ), n
k
i ) to separately determine

the start time of the instances.
Algorithm 1 returns the earliest feasible start time that

can be allocated to nk
i , i.e., ST (nk

i ). If no feasible start
time can be found, −1 is returned. Suppose totally M nodes
{n0, ..., n(M−1)} have been scheduled on H(ni) in one hyper
period. Within one hyper period, a selected node nk

i may be
scheduled into (M+1) possible time slots i.e., slot m ∈ [0,M ]
between two consecutively scheduled nodes n(m−1) and nm.
Virtual nodes n−1 and nM are used for the convenience of
denoting the first and the last slots. The search of a feasible
slot starts from the slot immediately before n0 of the current
hyper period, i.e., the slot immediately after n(M−1) of the
last hyper period (lines 5-6 of Algorithm 1). For a time slot
m being examined, the start time of the slot, recorded by
local variable SST (line 21 of Algorithm 1), is indeed the
finish time n(m−1); the end time of the slot, recorded by local
variable SET (line 13 of Algorithm 1), is the start time of
nm. The last slot (i.e., slot M ) of the last hyper period is
indeed the first slot of the current hyper period. Accordingly,
the virtual node nM of the last hyper period is indeed the n0 of
the current hyper period. SET and SST for this special slot
are obtained in lines 15 and 23, respectively. The algorithm
searches for the first feasible idle slot that can hold nk

i . That
is, the duration of the time slot should be no shorter than the
computation (or transmission) cost of the node, as shown in
line 17 of Algorithm 1. Since the execution of an application is
allowed to span multiple hyper periods, the procedure searches
for multiple hyper periods until the overall latest start time of
ni, denoted as LSTmax(nk

i ), has been reached, as shown in
the outer “while” loop, line 9 of Algorithm 1. LSTmax(nk

i )
is defined as:

LSTmax(nk
i ) = d(gj) + (k + 1) ∗ p(gj)− ranku(ni). (3)

In this equation, LSTmax(nk
i ) is obtained by assuming

o(gj) = p(gj); therefore, no feasible start time of nk
i can

be greater than LSTmax(nk
i ). Then, for each hyper period

that is being searched, the inner “while” loop (line 11 of
Algorithm 1) searches the (M+1) possible time slots. Further,
if ni is a message, ST (nk

i ) is mapped to the start time of the
next idle communication slot. Further, δo obtained in line 35
of Algorithm 1 will be used by RTD described in the next
subsection.

The worst case time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(N)
where N is the number of nodes to be scheduled in a hyper
period due to the inner while loop (line 11 in Algorithm 1).
The outer while loop (line 9 in Algorithm 1) will only repeat
for constant (usually very small) times as the maximum value
of LSTmax(nk

i ) is a constant at runtime (usually very small).
The worst case time complexity of Algorithm 2 is also O(N)
due to the while loop of Algorithm 2. For scheduling N nodes
in a hyper period, the worst case time complexity of SHLF is
thus O(N3) as Algorithm 3 will run N times to schedule N
nodes. However, normally Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 will

Algorithm 2 schedule(ni)
1: δo ← 0
2: if ni is periodic then
3: cnt← 1, x← 0, y ← 1
4: ∀k ∈ K(gj), ST (nk

i ) ← call
findStartT ime(EST (nk

i ), n
k
i )

5: while cnt < K(gj) do
6: ST (ny

i )← call findStartT ime(ST (nx
i )+(y−x)∗

p(gj), n
y
i )

7: if ST (ny
i ) = −1 then

8: return false
9: end if

10: if ST (ny
i ) = ST (nx

i ) + (y − x) ∗ p(gj) then
11: cnt← cnt+ 1
12: else
13: cnt← 1
14: x← y
15: end if
16: if y = K(gj)− 1 then
17: y ← 0
18: else
19: y ← y + 1.
20: end if
21: end while
22: ∀k ∈ K(gj) schedule nk

i at ST (nk
i )

23: else
24: for k ∈ K(gj) do
25: ST (nk

i )← call findStartT ime(EST (nk
i ), n

k
i )

26: if ST (nk
i ) = −1 then

27: return false
28: end if
29: schedule nk

i at ST (nk
i )

30: end for
31: end if
32: return ture

not run O(N) times and thus the average time complexity of
SHLF should be much lower than O(N3).

C. Release Time Deferment (RTD)

As periodic nodes have more strict timing constraints than
aperiodic nodes, conflict may become common in node as-
signment, especially when the offset (release time/start time)
of task graphs is fixed as zero. Notice that in many previous
papers (e.g., [21], [22], [25]), offsets were simply assumed to
be zero, which may suffer poor performance under complex
timing constraints. If different applications are allowed to
start work from different offsets such that the time assign-
ments of different task graphs can be easily staggered, the
schedulability may be enhanced even under sophisticated time
constraints. Therefore, this study develops the RTD method,
which reschedules conflicted applications with adjusted offsets
to prevent conflictions.

The offset of each task graph is initialized as zero. If
Algorithm 2 fails to schedule ni, conflicts in time allocation
have appeared. To remove the conflicts, RTD reschedules
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Algorithm 3 The SHLF Algorithm
1: compute ranku(ni) for all nodes and compute rank(gj)

for all graphs
2: for all graphs, priority(gj)← rank(gj)
3: sort the applications in a list by decreasing order of

priority(gj) values
4: outerLoop:
5: while any application is unscheduled do
6: pick next application gj from the application list for

scheduling
7: initialize ready nodes
8: while any node in gj is unscheduled do
9: select a node ni with the highest ranku(ni) for

scheduling among all ready nodes
10: call schedule(ni)
11: if it fails to schedule ni then
12: if cntres > maxres or δo = 0 then
13: cntres ← 0
14: if exit conditions are fulfilled then
15: exit without a feasible solution
16: end if
17: cntback ← cntback + 1
18: set backlimit

19: execute long backtrack for gj
20: priority(gj)← 2 ∗ priority(gj)
21: continue outerLoop:
22: end if
23: cntres ← cntres + 1
24: o(gj)← o(gj) + δo
25: backtrack all scheduled nodes of gj
26: continue outerLoop.
27: end if
28: end while
29: end while

gj to a new offset o(gj) such that ni can be inserted into
feasible slots on H(ni). The offset of gj is updated (line 24
of Algorithm 3):

o(g(ni)) = o(g(ni)) + δo (4)

where δo is obtained in Algorithm 1. As shown in step 35
of Algorithm 1, if ST (nk

i ) > o(gj) + k ∗ p(gj) + d(gj) −
ranku(ni), the deadline will be violated. Since ST (nk

i ) is the
start time of the earliest feasible slot for nk

i that can be found
by Algorithm 1, the only way to satisfy the deadline is that
the offset of gj must be delayed so that the entry node can
start at a later time:

δo ← ST (nk
i )− o(gj)− k ∗ p(gj)− d(gj) + ranku(ni). (5)

Afterwards, all scheduled nodes of the task graph are back-
tracked, i.e., they are now unscheduled, and the whole task
graph will be rescheduled by SHLF (lines 25-26 of Algorithm
3).

D. Long Backtrack
If RTD cannot help to eliminate the conflicts, BPP (lines

11-21 in Algorithm 3) will backtrack previously scheduled

applications to create space for the failed application. It may
be noticed that the backtracking is widely applied in exhaustive
approaches such as branch and bound (B&B) [21], [22].
Nevertheless, these approaches are merely useful for small task
graphs. In this case, some previous studies [30], [29] imposed
restrictions on the times or levels of backtracks to reduce
time costs. Such limitations would dramatically undermine the
effectiveness of their methods when the problem scale grows
up.

The proposed BPP policy makes a trade-off between time
and performance in the sense that it may backtrack multiple
task graphs rather than just one node each time. Once the
total number of rescheduling operations (by RTD) for the
failed application gj (denoted as cntres) reaches a given limit
(denoted as maxres) or δo is zero, the scheduler runs a long-
hop backtrack, which backtracks not only gj , but also multiple
previously scheduled task graphs to create space for gj . The
number of task graphs backtracked, denoted as backlimit,
is initialized as 1. It will be doubled if gj has ever failed
previously, and otherwise be reset. All nodes of a backtracked
application are backtracked. A list LS containing all scheduled
task graphs is maintained. The scheduler repeatedly backtracks
scheduled task graphs from the tail of LS until LS is empty
or totally backlimit task graphs have been backtracked. Also,
the priority of gj is updated as:

priority(gj) = 2 ∗ priority(gj). (6)

The intuition is that since gj is probably hard to schedule,
promoting its priority can help to schedule it in the next
run. The algorithm then continues to select applications and
scheduling nodes via SHLF. This method finally ends up with
the cases either a feasible solution is derived or the following
conditions are satisfied: all recently NF failed task graphs have
ever failed in previous runs or the total number of long-hop
backtracks cntback reaches maxback. In our experiments, we
set NF as 5 and maxback as 20.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed schedul-
ing algorithm, this section presents a performance evaluation
study for scheduling a number of real-time applications (i.e.,
task graphs). The major performance metric is success ratio,
which is defined as the number that an algorithm successfully
schedules all applications to the number of total experiments.

Following [15], the system configurations are set as follows:
Synthetic applications with random DAG topologies are gen-
erated for the experiments. The period of each application is
varied among [5ms, 10ms, 20ms, 40ms] to cover a spectrum of
periods in reality. The length of one hyper schedule period is
thus 40ms. The communication bus is configured with a cycle
duration of 5 ms and the duration of the available segment
per cycle is 3.75ms. The duration of a communication slot
is set as 0.0625ms. The average cost of a task is 0.5ms. In
each experiment, a number of applications are scheduled. The
average number of nodes per application is 15. By default, the
DAG topology of applications is randomly mixed with four
topologies, chain, in-tree, out-tree, and fork-join graphs. The
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(a) SHLF-RTD-BPP
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(c) SHLF

Fig. 5. Results for random topologies.
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(c) Fork-join graph

Fig. 6. Results for specific topologies.

number of applications is varied among [4, 12] and the number
of ECUs is set as twice of the number of the applications. The
probability (denoted as θ) that a task node is periodic is varied
from [0, 1]. When θ is zero, no task is periodic and when θ
is one, all tasks are periodic.

Since the proposed algorithms comprise three major part-
s, SHLF, RTD, and BPP, three algorithm combinations are
therefore generated for evaluation. The first algorithm, denot-
ed as SHLF-RTD-BPP, enables all three parts. The second
algorithm, denoted as SHLF-RTD, enables SHLF and RTD
and disables BPP. The third algorithm, denoted as SHLF, only
enables SHLF and disables both RTD and BPP. Hence the
later two algorithms SHLF-RTD and SHLF can be deemed
as baselines for understanding the merits of RTD and BPP.
Fig. 5 plots success ratio versus number of applications and
θ for the three algorithm combinations, respectively. In Fig.
5(c), when θ is equal to one the results of SHLF is equivalent
to the results of HLF [32] with the oversimplified assumption
that all nodes are periodic.

From Fig. 5 one can observe that SHLF-RTD-BPP outper-
forms SHLF and SHLF-RTD. Also, SHLF-RTD outperforms
SHLF. These demonstrate the effectiveness of RTD and BPP,
respectively. In addition, one can observe that the success
ratio decreases as θ increases or as the number of applications
increases. This is due to the fact that as θ increases or as the
number of applications increases, the problem becomes more
complex and the probability that conflicts on node assignment
occur becomes larger. The results show that the proposed
algorithms can effectively utilize the flexibility in scheduling

offered by aperiodic nodes. Without these, the naive peer
heuristics (e.g., HLF) driven by the oversimplified assumption
that all nodes are periodic will cause poor performance, which
corresponds to the results that θ is equal to one.

Since one may be interested in the performance of the
algorithm on various DAG topologies, for three topologies
(linear chain, in-tree, and fork-join graphs), a number of DAGs
are generated and the corresponding results of SHLF-RTD-
BPP are shown in Fig. 6. The results in Fig. 6 are quite similar
to those of Fig. 5(a), showing that the performance of the
proposed algorithm is influenced little by the DAG topology
of applications.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This study has investigated the problem of scheduling a
set of periodic applications with both periodic and aperiodic
tasks on the time-triggered systems. Novel models have been
formulated to capture the unique features of the problem. The
SHLF algorithm has been proposed to address the problem. To
further improve schedulability, this study has also presented
the RTD and BPP procedures. Upon a confliction in time
allocation, RTD reschedules the conflicted application with
an adjusted offset (i.e., release time) such that the scheduling
of different applications can be staggered to avoid conflicts.
Once RTD cannot help to eliminate conflics, BPP promotes
the priority of the conflicted application and backtracks previ-
ously scheduled applications to create space for the conflicted
applications. Moreover, the communication models for the
typical time-triggered systems are considered and solutions
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for bandwidth optimization are proposed. To the best of our
knowledge, the study is the first effort to deal with the periodic
applications with both periodic and aperiodic nodes on the
time-triggered systems. Extensive simulation results with vari-
ous test configurations have demonstrated the effectiveness and
competitiveness of our algorithm. The simulation results have
shown that the proposed approaches significantly outperform
the previous algorithms under various settings.
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